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Trouble Ahead: Use Alternate Routes

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Charles County is envisioned as a land “where eagles fly.” But in Charles County,
development is consuming natural areas at one of the fastest rates in the state.
Now Charles County government has applied for state and federal permits to build the CrossCounty Connector (CCC) highway through the heart of the fragile Mattawoman Creek
watershed. Through its direct and indirect impacts, the $60 million project threatens the world
class fisheries and wildlife habitat of the creek and the high quality of life enjoyed by the
region’s residents. In response, the Maryland Department of the Environment and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers recently asked numerous questions about the justification and
potential adverse environmental impacts of the highway.
As part of this process, the Smarter Growth Alliance for Charles County proposes an alternative
to the highway project that would protect Mattawoman Creek, accommodate growth, and
connect residents with high-quality jobs:
1. Build what we really need
Cancel the Cross County Connector
Program rail transit and transit-oriented-development for construction in Waldorf
Make our existing roads safe and complete Waldorf’s local roadway network
2. Build Smart
Match the County’s development district to the Priority Funding Areas
Protect Mattawoman’s stream valley with property acquisition and strong zoning
3. Build Green
Cluster new development and raise the standard for new roads to protect water quality
Install effective stormwater controls to clean up runoff from existing development
The immediate question is not whether Charles County should grow, but how and where Charles
County should grow. Suburban-style highways are outdated concepts to solve problems
related to growth, and in fact often exacerbate growth problems in the long term. Charles
County first conceived the CCC decades ago. We now know that new highways typically end
up generating even more growth. We also know a great deal more about the extent to which
development affects the health of the natural environment.
Now is the time to fully embrace the modern concept of “smart growth” as the real key to longterm prosperity. The Alliance believes that growth according to these principles carries a
double bottom line: protection for Charles County’s natural treasures and prosperity for
Charles County’s residents and businesses. With a focus on creating compact, cohesive
communities served by a full range of transportation choices, Charles County would improve
quality of life, preserve natural areas, generate sustainable economic activity and position itself
as a leader in the state for smart growth.
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GETTING THERE
To experience “the land of pleasant living” one need only visit Charles County. Bordered by
the Potomac River to the west and the Patuxent and Wicomico rivers to the east, the county
“where eagles fly” is home to some of Maryland’s most treasured natural resources. Located in
close proximity to Washington, D.C., the county is also home to a growing population. As such,
Charles County’s vision statement describes an inspiring future:
Charles County is a place where all people thrive and businesses grow and prosper, where the
preservation of our heritage is paramount; where government services to its citizens are provided at the
highest level of excellence, and where the quality of life is the best in the nation.
The County’s vision is one of prosperity, where equal opportunity, safety and efficiency in
governance and daily living provide a high quality of life. Life is enriched by the preservation
and stewardship of those natural and cultural treasures that define the county.
Unfortunately, Charles County
is at a critical juncture and may
be headed in a different
direction than its vision
statement. Antiquated plans
for more highways and
harmful sprawl development
threaten the very values and
visions that local residents
cherish the most. Of imminent
concern is the Cross-County
Connector (CCC), a proposed
four-lane highway that would
cut through the heart of the
Mattawoman
Creek
watershed.
Mattawoman
Creek is one of the County’s and the Chesapeake Bay’s true treasures, supporting a premier
fishery that produces tremendous economic and environmental returns. If built, the CCC itself
would destroy 7.6 acres of wetlands (more than 20% of the annual non-tidal wetland loss in
Maryland1), 6.1 acres of wetland buffer, and over 2000 feet of streams.2 But the total impact to
the county’s environment, rural character, and quality of life would likely be far greater, due in
no small part to the sprawling growth and development brought on by the highway.
Mattawoman Creek is fast approaching a threshold. Development converts a natural landscape
of forests, wetlands and open space to impervious surfaces, such as roads, driveways, parking
lots, rooftops, and storm drains. These surfaces channel water, nitrogen and phosphorus
pollution, sediments, trash, and toxic substances, into local streams and rivers. The runoff
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erodes stream banks, increases pollutants to the water, and reduces the suitability of the habitat
for wildlife. In general, water quality worsens when impervious surfaces exceed 10 percent of a
watershed. The Mattawoman watershed is already above 8 percent paved over, and the Army
Corps of Engineers projects by 2020 a loss of an additional 10,000 acres of forest to development;
when building is complete, almost 25 percent of the watershed is projected to be covered with
impervious surfaces.3 In fact, because of the potential adverse impacts to the watershed from
the CCC and the induced development that would inevitably follow, American Rivers recently
recognized Mattawoman Creek as the fourth most endangered river in the nation.
Fortunately, good alternatives remain and it is not too late to choose a different road. Protecting
natural resources like Mattawoman’s forests provides clean water and clear air at no cost.
Directing growth to the existing urban core would address economic and social issues of special
interest to Charles County, such as failing wells in the western county, designation as an ozone
non-attainment area, and traffic congestion associated with sprawl.
The Smarter Growth Alliance for Charles County (SGACC) believes that three basic principles,
defined by seven concrete policy actions, would dramatically improve the prognosis for
Mattawoman Creek and put the county squarely on track to achieve its vision for prosperity
and a high quality of life:
The three principles and seven policy actions include:
1. Build what we really need
Cancel the Cross County Connector
Direct funds to rail transit and transit-oriented-development in Waldorf
Make our existing roads safe and complete Waldorf’s local roadway network
2. Build Smart
Match the County’s development district to the Priority Funding Areas
Protect Mattawoman’s stream valley with property acquisition and strong zoning
3. Build Green
Cluster new development and raise the standard for new roads to protect water quality
Install effective stormwater controls to clean up runoff from existing development
The immediate question is not whether Charles County should grow, but how and where Charles
County should grow. The SGACC believes that growth according to these principles carries a
double bottom line: protection for Charles County’s natural treasures and prosperity for
Charles County’s residents and businesses. The recommended actions support revitalized
neighborhoods and bustling centers of commerce, mass transit and a network of safe and
efficient connected local streets, thriving natural areas and a unique sense of place, all of which
positions the county to be a leader in implementing 21st century growth management strategies
to meet the challenges of today and the opportunities of tomorrow.
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1. BUILD WHAT WE REALLY NEED
Cancel the Cross County Connector
Direct funds to rail transit and transit-oriented-development in Waldorf
Make our existing roads safe and complete Waldorf’s local roadway network
THE NEED FOR CHANGE
According to the Charles County Department of Planning and Growth Management, the CCC is
not needed to fill an existing or future shortage in roadway capacity.4 Links between US 301
and western Charles County are provided by MD 6 between La Plata and Nanjemoy, MD 225
between La Plata and Indian Head, MD 227 between White Plains and Bryans Road, and MD
228 between Waldorf and MD 210. These east-west routes are in close proximity to each other.
In fact, from MD 228 at the northern extent to MD 225 near Indian Head, a distance of eight
miles, a traveler may select from no less than five existing crossings over Mattawoman Creek.
The County hopes to improve the safety and
efficiency of its roadways by building the CCC
and the Western Waldorf Bypass. However, it is
well documented that suburban sprawl-style
highways like these often fail to improve the
roadway system, instead “inducing” more cars,
longer commutes, and increased development in
the area, which ultimately reduces efficiency.5,6,7,8,9
Good estimates of induced traffic and induced
growth specifically related to the CCC are not
presently available, despite requests from the
Corps to the county for such an analysis. The
County has provided an estimate of houses to be
built directly along the route (in the thousands,
on even more thousands of forested acres), but
current studies suggest that for major roads like
the CCC, induced growth and traffic extends well
beyond the actual road alignment, especially in
areas zoned for growth.10
Research shows that new highways spur
development and often fail to improve the
safety and efficiency of travel. Upgrading
existing roads and bringing rail transit to the
area would smooth traffic flow and offer the
region more choices for getting around.

An improvement in traffic safety is far from
certain, as well. The number of accidents may
not drop; a recent EPA study noted that “a
decision to use the new road probably means a
decision to use a road connecting to it. Thus,
capacity increase can lead to travel growth on other roads as well as on new roads [and]
highway lanes”.11 This means rural roads such as Billingsley Road, and already-congested
highways like MD 210 through southern Prince George’s County, could experience increased
traffic volumes (and accidents) if the CCC is built. The Federal Highway Administration and
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Maryland Department of Transportation found in a recent environmental impact statement that
construction of the Intercounty Connector in Montgomery and Prince George’s Counties would
lead to a mere 0.2 percent reduction in accidents – one less crash for every 500 that occurred in
the study area.12 In addition, FHA and MDOT have recognized that the severity of accidents
increases with higher travel speeds.13 It is quite possible that the CCC would facilitate
thousands of acres of forest loss with little to no improvement in the safety and daily experience
of the county’s motorists.

A BETTER WAY
A truly safe and efficient
transportation system depends on
good access to work, school,
shopping, and entertainment – not
on the miles of roads. Charles has
the second lowest ratio of jobs to
people of any county in Maryland
(0.58 jobs per adult).14 Less than
half of Charles County’s residents
work in their home county, and
more than a quarter spend over an
hour traveling to work each day,
twice the statewide average.15
Instead of trying to build more
highways
through
lightly
developed areas to move people to
jobs elsewhere, bringing new jobs
to existing communities would
provide a real solution – one that
would pump dollars into the local
economy and provide new
opportunities for revitalization
and economic development. A
more
sustainable
and
New subdivisions sprout along a highway in the Mattawoman
prosperous strategy than paving
Creek watershed. Expanding transit and job opportunities in
over the farms and forests west existing communities would provide good access to services
of Waldorf would be to invest in without inducing sprawl development.
existing
communities,
as
envisioned by the Waldorf Sub-Area Plan (especially rail-based transit oriented development),
the Plan for the Future of Downtown La Plata, and the Bryans Road Sub-Area Plan (if scaled
back to preserve the area’s sensitive environmental attributes and protect the Mount Vernon
viewshed).
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Charles County is graced with an abundance of transportation infrastructure including a northsouth rail line through Waldorf, White Plains and La Plata, and it should take advantage of this
unique yet unrealized opportunity to be a leader in smart growth. A recent article in the
Washington Post highlighted widespread support from state and local officials for expediting rail
transit through Waldorf and expanding bus, carpooling, pedestrian and bicycle options across
the county.16 With adoption of the Waldorf Sub-Area Plan in 2004, the County supports
development along US 301 as an excellent opportunity for smart and prosperous economic and
residential development in conjunction with a rail line. Unfortunately, new highways like the
Cross-County Connector and the Western Waldorf Bypass threaten to direct development and
financial resources away from rail transit and potential transit-oriented, bike-friendly and
walkable development options, casting doubt on their success, and belying the county’s goal to
coordinate land use and transportation planning. Indeed, Charles County’s FY09-FY13 Capital
Improvement Program earmarks tens of millions of dollars for road projects over the next five
years, but does not include funding for rail transit.
Smart development would be further supported by a complete and enhanced local roadway
network in Waldorf. Options for improving the local street grid abound, including the
extension of Old Washington Road east of US 301 and the Western Parkway west of US 301.
The addition of frontage roads, underground stormwater management, and innovative
intersection designs on US 301 could alleviate congestion and avoid draining economic activity
from Waldorf to new sprawl along a bypass. Targeted safety improvements along other county
roads (particularly Billingsley Road), such as rumble strips, warning signs, slower speeds, and
enhanced guard railing should be made. Efforts to improve curve radii and sight distances,
limit curb cuts, add turn lanes or centerline turn prevention systems, widen shoulders, install
centerline guard-railing, and improve intersections with roundabouts, signalization, and better
geometrics may also be appropriate. These and other measures would alleviate some of the
hazards associated with a two-lane country road, as demonstrated by past success on MD 90 in
Worcester County and similar roadways around the nation.17 These safety improvements
would address one reason cited for the CCC, likely at a fraction of the fiscal and environmental
cost.
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2. BUILD SMART
Match the County’s development district to the Priority Funding Areas
Protect Mattawoman’s stream valley with property acquisition and strong zoning
THE NEED FOR CHANGE
While the County has set a laudable goal to accommodate nearly three quarters of new
development inside a planned growth area, the County’s Development District measures 81
square miles (significantly larger than the land mass of Washington, DC) and covers more than
half of the Mattawoman Creek watershed. Much of the development district is located outside
of Priority Funding Areas (PFAs), the places regarded by the state as the most sensible areas for
growth to occur (see figure 1, p. 10). According to the County’s Comprehensive Plan, this
massive district will have about one to four houses per acre when building is complete – a
density that averages well short of smart growth goals.18
As a result, impervious
surface estimates for the
Mattawoman watershed
are forecasted to increase
from an average of 8% in
the year 2000, to almost
15% by 2020 and as much
as 25% at build-out (see
chart).19
The County
describes streams with
this much impervious
cover as “showing clear
signs of degradation”,
“not
support[ing]
diverse,
healthy
communities of living
resources”, and “largely
destined
to
convey
The Corps 2003 Mattawoman Creek Watershed Management Plan
stormwater flows from
forecasts dramatic increases in impervious cover due to growth
urbanized land.”20 A
survey of the Chesapeake Bay watershed quickly confirms these observations, as does research
from the Center for Watershed Protection.21
Unfortunately, this projection should not come as a surprise. The percentage of lots developed
outside the County’s Priority Funding Areas has increased faster in Charles than in any other
county in Maryland.22 Charles County has converted over 12,700 acres of land to development
since 1998, the third highest total in the state and more than Prince Georges, Anne Arundel, or
Montgomery Counties.23 The County is consuming an average of 1.5 acres of land per
residential unit, the most of any metro-area jurisdiction in Maryland.24 In sharp contrast to the
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County’s ‘vision’, what the County is likely to get if it builds the CCC is thousands more acres
of precisely this type of harmful sprawl development.

Percent increase in new development
outside Priority Funding Areas
1990-2005
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According to MDP data, the percentage of new development outside PFAs has increased faster in
22
Charles County than in any other county in Maryland over the past 15 years.

A BETTER WAY
Fortunately, there are appropriate places for growth in Charles County. In the Priority Funding
Areas, public facilities are largely in place and growth can happen at comfortable and sensible
densities (single family homes, well-designed townhomes and high-quality condominiums are
welcome here). In fact, based on the County’s numbers, there appears to be more than enough
room in Charles County’s Priority Funding Areas to accommodate planned growth for at least
the next 15 years.a This kind of growth is more equitable, because it brings reinvestment and
opportunity to our existing communities. Smart growth can also lower the cost of public
services to county taxpayers. Most of Charles County’s PFAs are served by the Mattawoman
Wastewater Treatment Plant, allaying fears that smarter growth would preclude the County
a

The 2006 Charles County Comprehensive Plan projects a need to accommodate 24,000 units in its growth areas
between 2000 and 2025. The Plan shows room in the PFAs, the towns, and Waldorf for more than 35,000 new units.
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from recovering its investment in that facility. And when coupled with investment in pocket
parks, greenways, and other public amenities, development in these areas can raise the quality
of life for all. Aligning the county’s growth area with its Priority Funding Areas is a win for the
county’s residents, ecology, and economy.
Figure 1. Charles County’s Development District (red line) is much larger than the Priority
Funding Areas (orange/yellow areas). The proposed CCC alignment is shown in blue.

Development District and CCC-ex alignment superimposed upon MDP’s PFA map for Charles County, MD.

Map produced by the SGACC.

Just as smart growth means concentrating growth in suitable areas, it also means steering
growth away from the most environmentally sensitive lands.
One of the central
recommendations of the Army Corps’ Mattawoman Creek Watershed Management Plan is just this
sort of protection. The plan recommends protecting Mattawoman’s “stream valley”, the land
extending from the creek and its tributaries to the top of the adjoining slope. The Corps found
that removing the stream valley from the development district was the most effective single
action that could be taken to reduce excessive discharges to Mattawoman Creek.25 Despite the
recommendation from the Corps in 2003 and the completion of stream valley mapping by MDDNR two years ago, little action has been taken to shield this critically important area from
development impacts. The entire stream valley should be provided with meaningful
protections, including open space zoning, property acquisition, and resource protection
overlays to the top of the slope.
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A successful smart growth
strategy in Charles County
must
address
local
conditions
while
improving regional growth
patterns.
Historically,
western Charles County
has
exemplified
the
county’s rural character, a
highly desirable attribute
to the area. The Bryans
Road
community
in
particular is characterized
by steep slopes that drain
to sensitive fish spawning
habitat and one of the
state’s premier sites for
reptile and amphibian
diversity. The area hosts
an especially high quality
Mattawoman tributary and Excessive development in Bryans Road would permanently alter Mount
a globally rare Magnolia Vernon’s historic views of the Potomac River’s eastern shore
Bog. A majority of Bryans
Road is part of the historic Mount Vernon viewshed, groundwater issues have been identified
as a serious problem in the area, and the encroachment of population and congestion could
threaten the viability of the Naval facility in Indian Head (the County’s largest employer).
Because many of these issues were not adequately addressed in the Bryans Road-Indian Head
sub-area plan, a re-evaluation is needed that addresses encroachment on the Naval Surface
Warfare Center, protection of the Mount Vernon viewshed, and respect for the sensitive ecology
and rural character of the area. It appears that planned growth could be moderated in Bryans
Road without forcing development into rural areas, given the surplus development capacity in
the County’s PFAs. While some development can occur in the Bryans Road PFA, concern for
these issues dictates that the CCC be removed as a requirement for realizing growth goals in
Bryans Road.
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3. BUILD GREEN
Cluster new development and raise the standard for new roads to protect water quality
Install effective stormwater controls to clean up runoff from existing development
THE NEED FOR CHANGE
Though highly ranked for its fisheries and habitats, the Maryland Department of the
Environment has already identified Mattawoman Creek as “impaired” due to excess nutrient
and sediment pollution. Extensive conversion of forests to developed land across the
Mattawoman Creek watershed would undoubtedly worsen water quality that already fails to
meet federal and state standards. Pollution limits
set for Mattawoman Creek prescribe a 40%
reduction in non-point source nutrient pollution26,
but scientific modeling conducted as part of the
Corps’ Watershed Management Plan show that
increases in nutrient pollution of up to 50% can be
expected under current land use policies.27
In addition to the threat of new development,
many local waterways that feed into the
Mattawoman suffer from inadequate past
construction practices. In fact, the Army Corps of
Engineers has flagged the lack of good stormwater
management controls in parts of the Mattawoman
watershed as one of the biggest challenges to
improved water quality.28
A BETTER WAY
Limiting the majority of development to the
County’s Priority Funding Areas will help, but
some development will inevitably occur beyond
Clear water from a forested tributary meets the
these smart-growth districts. Here, maintaining
main stem of Mattawoman Creek, muddied
natural open spaces is a no-cost way to improve
after a heavy rainstorm.
water quality and quality of life. State-of-the-art
site design standards, including mandatory clustering of houses in new subdivisions, are
essential components of a growth strategy that can truly protect Charles County’s unique and
defining natural resources. Some Maryland counties, such as Queen Anne’s and Kent, mandate
that new development be clustered on 10 to 15 percent of a property, permanently preserving
85 to 90 percent of the land in forest and agricultural use.29 Given the potential magnitude of
the risks to Mattawoman Creek posed by sprawl development, similar protection should be
applied to all development that occurs beyond Charles County’s Priority Funding Areas.
In the areas where building does occur, new streets will be needed whether or not the CCC is
constructed. It has been represented that a network of local streets outside the PFAs would not
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offer the same environmental protection as the CCC, but that need not be the case. If this is
indeed so, it may be that the County’s current road construction standards do not adequately
protect local waterways. The County should update its road design standards to ensure the
best, low impact street designs for stormwater management are in place. Montgomery County
recently “greened” its own road design standards, and the new standards in place there might
serve as a model for Charles County.

Stream bank erosion is often a sign of inadequate stormwater
management practices on nearby developed lands.
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Stormwater retrofit projects
have been identified as a high
priority for the Mattawoman
Creek watershed. While not
inexpensive, these activities
could be funded by revenues
from impact fees on new
development, a stormwater
utility district, general fund
appropriations, and state and
federal sources. In addition,
improved stormwater designs
could be required as part of
redevelopment
projects.
Action by the County to
increase dedicated funding for
stormwater
retrofitting
is
needed now regardless of the
rate and pattern of new
development in the watershed.
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A CALL TO ACTION
The potential harmful impacts of the Cross-County Connector and the sprawl development it
would support are truly exceptional. This threat is the reason Mattawoman Creek was recently
placed on American Rivers’ list of the 10 most endangered waterways in the nation. It is also
the reason that the Mattawoman watershed stands as one of the Greater Washington region’s
top conservation priorities, as recognized by the Washington Smart Growth Alliance of
business, development, civic, and environmental organizations. If the CCC were to be built, the
magnitude of development, the degree of forest loss, the projected impacts on what is now a
special, though impaired, waterbody would be almost unrivaled in the region. These impacts
surely equal or exceed the threats to our communities posed by Blackwater Resort in Dorchester
County, Four Seasons in Queen Anne’s, and Terrapin Run in Allegany. All of these projects
have spurred preventive or corrective action by the state, and the Mattawoman Creek
watershed warrants nothing less.
The SGACC believes that the Cross County Connector is neither appropriate nor justifiable in
light of the serious threats posed by the road and the sound alternatives available to the County.
Fortunately, the prosperity, equal opportunity, and a high quality of life envisioned by Charles
County do not depend on projects like the Cross-County Connector. In fact, the County is more
likely to achieve these goals without the proposed highway conceived years before more
contemporary growth management practices became the standard.
Charles County has an
infrastructure system already
in
place
that
other
jurisdictions do not and
boasts natural resources of
national stature. The County
should realize its potential
for achieving economic and
development goals while
protecting
Mattawoman
Creek. Smart and sustainable
development
patterns
offering a wide range of
transportation choices, in
close
proximity
to
a
protected and well-managed
Sportsmen seek Mattawoman’s bounty as the colors of autumn
provide a scenic backdrop to the world-class fishery
world-class
eco-system,
would not only generate
substantial economic activity but would make Charles County the envy of the region. The
residents of Charles County, the citizens of the state, and the inhabitants of Mattawoman Creek
watershed deserve nothing less.
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